Enterprise Networks Solution Guide
Simplify the process of modernizing your enterprise network.

Introduction
For organizations to be able to operate IT networks
needed to thrive in today’s digital world, they need a
strong IT infrastructure, including switches, routers and
wireless controllers.
While older enterprise networking solutions may provide
a baseline level of connectivity, many organizations
need to upgrade to newer models that provide the
speed, efficiency, reliability and security that help reduce
downtime and improve performance. For example, as
financial services organizations increasingly process
large quantities of data to inform everything from
investment decisions to marketing campaigns, they
need an IT backbone that can securely support these
types of activities.
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Cisco provides a variety of solutions that can help
organizations modernize their enterprise networks. For
those looking to deploy network infrastructure across a
branch office or a wider campus, Cisco provides the choice
between cloud-managed infrastructure through the Cisco
Meraki suite, or more traditional solutions such as Cisco
Catalyst switches and wireless controllers, as well as Cisco
Integrated Services Routers.
Both types of solutions have their advantages and can help
create a strong enterprise network. However, some IT teams
prefer more traditional solutions, want to manage devices
locally or do not want to take on the cost of the licenses
used to manage Cisco Meraki devices in the cloud. As such,
this guide will cover Cisco Catalyst devices and Cisco
Integrated Services Routers and how the newer models can
help your organization meet IT challenges going forward.
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Cisco Catalyst Switches
While your organization might be getting by with older models of Cisco Catalyst switches, such as those
from the 4500 series, the 9000 series of Cisco Catalyst switches generally provides physical and digital
benefits that upgrade your overall switching capabilities. These include the ability to:

SAVE SPACE
Rather than using a bulky, modular solution with a large chassis, the 9000 series of
Cisco Catalyst switches includes both fixed and modular options that can save you
space, particularly by having increased stacking capabilities. The Cisco Catalyst 9300
Series, for instance, is a fixed switch that can double your stacking ability, compared
to older models, by connecting eight switches in one stack.

INCREASE SPEED AND CAPACITY
The 9000 series of Cisco Catalyst switches has faster backplanes and is overall wellequipped to handle the rapidly increasing bandwidth demands that organizations
face. For example, the Cisco Catalyst 9400 series has a chassis bandwidth of 9.2
Tbps and 900 Mbps throughput, whereas the 4500 Series has a chassis bandwidth of
only 960 Gbps and 250 Mbps throughput.
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STRENGTHEN SECURITY
The newer models of Cisco Catalyst switches have a number of built-in security
features that can help organizations meet modern cybersecurity challenges, such as
with traffic encryption. Moreover, these switches integrate well with overarching IT
security platforms, such as Cisco Umbrella, helping to keep unwanted traffic from
infiltrating your network.

SIMPLIFY DEVICE MANAGEMENT
Newer Cisco Catalyst switches also tend to be easier to manage than legacy models,
especially with support for Cisco Software-Defined Access to manage these devices.
Other technologies, such as Cisco StackWise, can be used in newer models like the
9300 series to easily provide virtual stacking capabilities.
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Cisco Integrated Services Routers
While some organizations need dedicated devices like switches to connect all their IT assets, some
businesses want more streamlined, centralized networking devices such as Cisco Integrated Services
Routers. These routers combine different functions into one device to simplify connectivity.

CISCO 1000 SERIES INTEGRATED SERVICES ROUTERS
These devices combine switching, routing and wireless, which can be an ideal
option for small and mid-sized organizations looking to simplify their
connectivity. Upgrading to these routers can help organizations gain the
connectivity speeds they need with support for LTE Advanced and other
features. The routers also help organizations meet security challenges with by
implementing security measures like the Triple Data Encryption Standard
(3DES) and Advanced Encryption Standards (AES).
CISCO 4000 SERIES INTEGRATED SERVICES ROUTERS
For larger organizations looking for more powerful devices, the Cisco 4000
series integrated services routers can help by also integrating areas such as
storage and virtual servers. These devices can be particularly useful for
organizations looking to operate a software-defined WAN (SD-WAN). The
routers also have strong security features, including built-in encryption and
firewall capabilities.
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Cisco Catalyst Wireless Devices
Aside from integrated services routers, organizations can also implement a number of different Cisco
devices that improve wireless connectivity, such as wireless controllers and access points. Upgrading to
these devices can enable organizations to get on board with new standards like WiFi 6 with products like:
CISCO CATALYST 9800 WIRELESS CONTROLLERS
In some cases, wireless controllers can be embedded within Cisco
Catalyst switches. For example, how the Cisco Catalyst 9800 wireless
controller software can be added to Cisco Catalyst 9300 series switches.
The 9800 series also includes models that are physical wireless
controllers, such as the 9800-40 model, designed for mid-sized campuses.
Upgrading to these devices helps organizations gain the wireless
capabilities they need, with a throughput of up to 40 Gbps and built-in
security features like image signing and Cisco Encrypted Traffic Analytics.
CISCO CATALYST 9100 ACCESS POINTS
pgrading to these access points can help organizations build a more reliable
wireless network throughout their campuses. In addition to supporting WiFi 6
for increased capacity, these access points are also better designed to meet
evolving operating needs. Their strong support for IoT devices, for example,
enables these devices to use up to three times less energy.
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Making the Switch
Although upgrading to these different types of
enterprise network solutions carries a cost, these
devices tend to provide a meaningful return on
investment. For example, by being able to support
higher speeds and handle more devices connecting to
one network, mid-size organizations can improve their
productivity and scale faster.
Moreover, by improving security features, organizations
can reduce the risk of network breaches and creating
issues like exposing sensitive data or causing network
outages, which can be very expensive to remedy.
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Still, trying to assess the many different options at your
disposal can be challenging and time-consuming, let alone
facing the obstacle of directing resources to implement and
manage new devices. That’s why working with a Cisco
certified partner like Venture Network Solutions (VNS) can be
so valuable, as we can simplify the full process of
modernizing your enterprise network.
To learn more about how VNS can help your organization
upgrade to newer models of Cisco enterprise network devices
that help you succeed, please get in touch with our team.

CONTACT US
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www.VentureNetworkSolutions.com

